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Abstract

Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) enables IP networks with Quality of Service to be
tra�c engineered well. Rerouting and bumping of label switched paths (LSP) are caused by
link or node failure or recovery, connection admission or load balancing. In this paper, we de-
velop an algorithm for the tra�c engineering problem associated with rerouting.
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1 Introduction

Tra�c engineering is an essential ingredient for guaranteeing QoS and for e�cient or cost e�ective

resource utilization, design and operation of IP networks. The MultiProtocol Label Switching

(MPLS) working group at the IETF has been developing a standards-based approach for e�cient

IP packet transfer via tra�c engineering. MPLS uses short, �xed-length, locally signi�cant labels

in the packet header and the packets are forwarded by network nodes via label swapping similar to

layer 2 switching. The resulting connections are termed label switched paths (LSP) and a router

that supports the MPLS protocols is called a label switching router (LSR). Tra�c engineered paths

can be established via MPLS signaling protocols such as CR-LDP ([6]) or RSVP ([3]), once the

path is known. The determination of the optimal paths for the LSPs through the network requires

the solution of an optimization problem such as the constraint based routing problem, which along

with some requirements for tra�c engineering were outlined in [1] and the optimization problems

were mathematically formulated in [5]. This paper does not deal with the general tra�c engineering

problem and addresses the special case of rerouting of LSPs of di�erent priorities.
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In the next generation network architectures for the Internet backbone, MPLS is being con-

sidered for protection and restoration and fast rerouting functions as well which are traditionally

done by the SONET layers as is evident from recent work in the IETF and other organizations.

This motivates and drives more research into the area of the development of e�cient algorithms

and this paper falls into this realm.

Rerouting of LSPs in the MPLS layer can happen due to a number of reasons. When a new

LSP is admitted into the network, if the available bandwidth on the route of this LSP is insu�cient,

then one or more lower priority LSPs may be rerouted over new paths which in turn can cause

the bumping of even lower priority LSPs. When a link or a node (or some other component)

fails, then the LSPs that are routed over this link or node need to be rerouted. Higher priority

LSPs tend to get routed over more preferred paths which may cause lower priority LSPs to be

bumped. Often, networks need to perform load balancing or re-optimization of the LSPs such

that the network resources are optimally allocated. For example, this can happen when a link or

a node recovers from a failure, a new path is available and so some of the LSPs can be rerouted

over these less or non-congested links. This situation also arises when a new network element

such as a link or a node is con�gured. One of the requirements for e�ective management of IP

networks is to have intelligent methods to deal with rerouting and bumping. In this paper, we

mathematically formulate the rerouting phenomena and develop an algorithm for this in order to

aid in the expeditious development of the algorithms for tra�c engineering.

2 The Rerouting Problems

Let G = (V;E;C) be a graph describing the physical topology of the network, where V is the set of

nodes, E is the set of links (which are de�ned as directed arcs) and C is the set of capacity and other

constraints associated with the nodes and links. Let H = (U;F;D) be the induced MPLS graph

where U is the set of LSRs where one or more LSPs originate or terminate, F is the set of LSPs and

D is the set of demands associated them. Let ul; vl; �l; al;Kl be the originating LSR, terminating

LSR, available bandwidth, administrative cost and oversubscription factor, respectively, of link l.

We assume that a total of L links are in the network. Let �j ; sj; dj ; hj ; �j ; �j be the e�ective or

equivalent bandwidth, ingress LSR, egress LSR, maximum allowed number of LSR hops through the

network, set-up priority, holding priority, respectively, of LSP j. We assume that 0 � �j ; �j � ��

and the convention that we employ in this paper is that for �j and �j , a lower numerical value

indicates higher priority. Moreover, we assume that for all LSPs, �j � �j since we do not want an

LSP with certain set-up and holding priorities to bump a previously established LSP with identical

priorities. Let xjl be the binary decision variable which equals 1 if LSP j is routed on link l, and
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equals 0 otherwise.

2.1 The Algorithm

Let G be the network topology graph, after the state change that triggered the rerouting. Let

H be the induced demand graph of the LSPs that are currently routed in the network which are

not a�ected directly by the state change and let F r be the set of LSPs that are to be re-routed

(in subsequent sections, we show how to derive F r in a variety of situations). We propose an

algorithm below for rerouting and bumping. The inputs to this algorithm are G;F r; x�jl; j 2 F and

the outputs are the explicit routes (x�jl 8 j) of the LSPs through the network.

� Divide the set of LSPs to be re-routed, F r into subsets F r
k according to set-up priority k and

order the subsets, where

F r
k = fj 2 F rj�j = kg 8 k = 0; 1; : : : ; ��

� Start with the highest set-up priority LSPs; i.e. set k = 0

� Step (A) If the set of LSPs of priority k is empty, i.e. F r
k = �, go to the next lower set-up

priority of LSPs (increase k by 1) and Go back to Step (A); otherwise:

{ Split the set of LSPs, F into Fh and Fl which constitute the set of LSPs that are of

higher or lower holding priorities than k, respectively:

Fh = fj 2 F j�j � kg

Fl = fj 2 F j�j > kg

{ As LSPs with set-up priority k cannot bump LSPs of higher holding priorities Fh and

hence they are not rerouted, pin or �x the routes for Fh, where

xhjl = x�jl 8 j 2 Fh 8 l 2 E

�hl = �l �
X

j2Fh

�jx
h
jl 8 l 2 E

{ Find the optimal solution (or the best set of feasible solutions), x�jl of the following

constraint based routing problem with G as the network topology graph with pinned

LSPs Fh and with LSP demand F r
k :

Minimize Z =
X

l2E

X

j2F r

k

al�jxjl (1)
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subject to:

X

j2F r

k

�jxjl � �hl Kl; 8 l 2 E

X

l2E

xjl � hj ; 8 j 2 F r
k

X

8ljul=n

xjl = 1 8 n 2 U 8 jjsj = n

X

8ljvl=n

xjl = 1 8 n 2 U 8 jjdj = n

X

8ljul=n

xjl �
X

8ljvl=n

xjl = 0; 8 n 2 V 8 jjsj 6= n or dj 6= n

0 � xjl � 1; 8 j 2 F r
k ; l 2 E and integer

� In the above optimization problem, the objective function minimizes the sum over

all links of the product of the administrative cost and the total ow in each link. The

constraints represent the following scenarios. The �rst constraint ensures that the

link capacities are not exceeded. The second constraint restricts the number of hops

in the path of a LSP. The next three constraints assure that all LSPs originating and

terminating, respectively, in a node are routed and also ensure that the LSPs are

routed through intermediate nodes, thereby, ensuring an end-to-end path through

the network. The last constraint speci�es that all decision variables are either 0 or

1.

� If an optimal solution to the above problem exists, then new routes for the lower

priority LSPs, x�jl; j 2 F r
k are obtained. We add these newly obtained LSP routes

to the set of optimally routed LSPs. In other words, set F � = Fh [ F r
k . Go to Step

(B)

� If the constraints do not lead to a feasible solution to the above problem, then we

assume that we can �nd the best possible feasible solution x�jl; j 2 F � F r
k for the set

of LSPs F that have new routes; The other LSPs (F r
k �F ) cannot be re-routed. We

now add the feasible LSPs to the set of optimally routed LSPs; i.e. set F � = Fh[F .

Go to Step (B)

{ Step (B) In order to check if the newly obtained optimal routes for LSPs along with

any remaining lower priority LSPs can still be routed feasibly, we add Fl to F
� and check

for any violation of the link capacity constraints:

Flv = fj 2 Flj
X

j2F �[Fl

�jxjl > �lKl; 8 l 2 Eg
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� If all the capacity constraints are satis�ed (i.e. Flv = �), then the set of LSPs

F � = F � [ Fl have new routes. We then remove these from the set of LSPs to be

rerouted; i.e. F r = F r � F r
k . Go to the next lower set-up priority of LSPs (increase

k by 1) and go to Step(A)

� If one or more of the constraints are violated (i.e. Flv 6= �), then isolate the LSPs

that violate the link capacity constraints, Flv. F
� = F �+ fj 2 Fljfeasible solutiong.

F r = F r � F r
k . Go to the next lower set-up priority of LSPs (increase k by 1)

and add these LSPs that cause capacity violation to the set of LSPs that need to

be rerouted; i.e. set F r = F r [ Flv . Now order F r into F r
k ; F

r
k+1; : : : ; F

r
�� , where

F r
p = fj 2 F rj�j = pg. Go to Step (A)

The algorithm presented above is based on a centralized implementation model. It is, however,

possible to apply this in a distributed environment in which each LSR makes its own decisions on

rerouting LSPs that originate in it. This can be done as follows. The routing protocol (for example,

OSPF [7] and IS-IS, [2]) with extensions for tra�c engineering oods the network with link state

information which also contains additional metrics such as utilization, delay and color of links in

the network (see [4]). Each node then constructs its own view of the network topology from this

information. For each LSP to be routed on the network the shortest path is computed by the

originating node of the LSP (hence called source routing). First, it prunes the network topology

such that only those links and nodes are included in this topology that satisfy the requirements

of the LSP such as the link color and bandwidth. It then computes the shortest path through

this pruned topology graph and the LSP is routed along this path. Therefore, this approach is a

special case of the algorithm considered in this paper as we can make our algorithm distributed by

considering one LSP at a time.

2.2 Connection Admission Control

When a request for a LSP set up comes in, the connection admission control problem is solved

to decide whether to reject or to admit this LSP. If the LSP can be admitted, then the solution

also determines the route of this LSP through the network. In addition, a decision has to be made

whether to bump (reroute) one or more existing LSPs or not. If bumped, then alternate paths

have to be found for these bumped LSPs, if possible. Moreover, these may bump additional LSPs

along the new route based on the a�nity of the routes and the set up and holding priorities of the

LSPs. The rerouting/bumping algorithm can be applied to solve this problem. Let c be the LSP

that was admitted with optimal route xcl. Then the set of LSPs that have to be rerouted can be
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determined from:

F r = fj 2 F with Policy P j(�cxcl +
X

j2F

�jxjl) > �lKl; 8 l 2 E with xcl = 1g

Note that a certain policy P is applied for selecting the LSPs; some examples of which could be to

�rst select the LSPs with the lowest holding priorities and breaking ties based on lower e�ective

bandwidth and lower set-up priorities etc.

2.3 Link/Node Failure and Recovery

When link g fails, the topology graph changes by E = E��fgg and the set of LSPs to be rerouted

becomes F r = fjjxjg = 1g. In case of a node failure, all links originating and terminating on

that node are down leading to possible rerouting the LSPs that are routed over those links. The

rerouting/bumping algorithm developed in this paper can then be applied to these failed links.

Note that the LSPs that originate or terminate on the failed node cannot be routed and so are torn

down.

When link g recovers from a failure, then the topology graph changes by E = E� + fgg.

When a node recovers from a failure, the LSPs that originate or terminate in that node that were

torn down when failure happened, now can be re-established. The tra�c engineering problem for

routing these LSPs is similar to the connection admission control problem. If more than one LSP

is involved, then the order in which they are rerouted is based on the policy that the network (or in

some cases restricted by the LSR) implements. For all other LSPs that were rerouted or torn down

when the node failed or in the case of a link recovery, the load balancing or periodic optimization

methods can be used.

2.4 Load Balancing/Periodic Optimization

Load balancing or periodic optimization is often needed for optimal network utilization. Some

example scenarios are: a link or a node comes up (either from failure or the provisioning of a new

link or node), one or more LSPs are torn down causing imbalance on the trunk utilization. The

types of measures that are used to determine the imbalance on the load on the trunks (changes

by a certain amount or proportion) could be several, including the con�gured utilization (based on

the equivalent bandwidths of the LSPs) on a link or the real-time utilization of a link (could be

instantaneous or time average or some other function). Let �l be the utilization of link l. Let b be

the allowed deviation/spread in utilization among the links. Load balancing may be done on the

LSPs on link l when the following criteria is violated:

�� b � �l � �+ b (2)
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where � is the average utilization on all links. One can identify a LSP at a time that is routed

over a trunk. For example, an LSP with the lowest set-up priority, �j , is �rst chosen so that

the probability of bumping taking place are minimized. One can apply the connection admission

control algorithm for this LSP. Note that in this case, the objective function can be modi�ed with

a load balancing criteria. The solution to this problem gives the new path for this LSP which can

be set up followed by the tearing down of the old path. Then, the utilization on the links can be

compared again to decide whether more reroutes are needed for optimal load balancing.

The frequency and the number of LSPs rerouted during load balancing should be minimized,

thereby avoiding or reducing route aps and oscillations, minimizing the amount of processor

horsepower consumed for executing the tra�c engineering problem and tearing down and setting up

of LSPs, and minimizing the impact on data tra�c ow (such as packet loss and packet reordering)

due to rerouting. Bumping of other LSPs should be prevented for load balancing purposes since

one does not want to cause a chain reaction of LSP reroutes.

2.5 Numerical Examples

The underlying optimization problem that need to be solved is, in the general case, an NP-complete

problem and hence questions such as the computational complexity and burden in solving this

problem arises. Nevertheless, this problem has been studied in detail and many solutions have been

proposed many of which are heuristics which work well under certain conditions. We have been

working on the development of e�cient solutions and the method based on Lagrangian relaxation

(see [9]) and detailed numerical results will be published in a forthcoming paper. Here, we provide

two examples to illustrate that our method indeed works well.

In the �rst example, we consider a network with 9 nodes and 16 links with 66 LSPs. When

formulated as an Integer programming problem, we have 2673 binary decision variables. Using

CPLEX to solve this problem, the optimal cost of the objective function works out to f� = 12590.

When the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm was applied to this problem, the results are shown in

Figure 1. Note that our algorithm produces lower and upper bounds and it can be seen that the

solution is very close to the optimal value in less than 20 iterations itself.

In the second example, the network has 29 nodes, 61 links and 140 LSPs. In this case, the

number of binary decision variables works out to 58870. CPLEX provided the optimal cost to be

f� = 9010. Figure 2 shows the results of our algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation. Once

again, this leads to convergence and the method leads to a solution very close to optimality in just

over 50 iterations. The computation time for both the examples are negligible.
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3 Conclusions

The success of next generation IP networking depends on the ability to o�er and support QoS

to customers. It is clear that tra�c engineering is critical for this as well as for e�cient network

resource utilization and operation. In this paper, we formulated and developed an algorithm for

characterizing the rerouting and bumping phenomena in MPLS networks. The algorithm can

be used to determine the rerouted paths of LSPs. We then showed how the rerouting/bumping

can be applied to various problem scenarios such as connection admission, link or node failure

or recovery and load balancing. Our on-going research deals with the development of e�cient

solution methods for the tra�c engineering problems which, unfortunately, fall into the realm of

NP-complete optimization problems ([8]).
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